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The Electromagnetic Spectrum ■ Guided Reading and Study

Producing Visible Light
This section describes different kinds of light bulbs.

Use Target Reading Skills
Compare and contrast the five types of light bulbs by completing the table below.

Light bulbs

Introduction
1. Complete the table below by writing the correct term.

2. To view the different colors of light produced by a light bulb, you can 
use an instrument called a(n) ________________________.

Incandescent Lights
3. A light that glows when a filament inside it gets hot is called a(n) 

________________________.

Feature Ordinary 
Light Bulb

Tungsten-
Halogen

Bulb 
material

Glass

Hot/cool

Kinds of Objects

Kind of Object Description

a.________________________ object An object that can be seen because it reflects 
light

b.________________________ object An object that gives off its own light
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Producing Visible Light (continued)

4. What is a tungsten-halogen light bulb? 
___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

5. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about incandescent lights.
a. Most of the energy produced by incandescent bulbs is given off as 

infrared rays.
b. The part of an incandescent bulb that gives off light is the filament.
c. Incandescent bulbs are very efficient in giving off light.
d. Most ordinary incandescent light bulbs contain a small amount of 

gas.

6. Is the following sentence true or false? Less than ten percent of the 
energy of an incandescent bulb is given off as light. 
________________________

7. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about tungsten-halogen 
lights.
a. Tungsten-halogen lights work like fluorescent lights.
b. Tungsten-halogen bulbs are more efficient than ordinary light bulbs.
c. In a tungsten-halogen light, a filament gets hot and glows.
d. Halogen bulbs become very hot.

Other Light Sources
8. Long, narrow glass tubes that illuminate schools and stores are 

________________________ light bulbs.

9. Describe how a fluorescent light bulb produces visible light. 
___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

10. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about fluorescent lights.
a. Fluorescent lights give off most of their energy as light.
b. Fluorescent light tubes contain a gas.
c. Fluorescent lights emit only red light.
d. Fluorescent lights usually don’t last as long as incandescent lights.
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The Electromagnetic Spectrum ■ Guided Reading and Study

11. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about vapor lights.
a. Vapor lights require very little electrical energy for a lot of light.
b. In a vapor light, heat from gases changes a solid to a gas.
c. Particles of sodium gas give off a greenish blue light.
d. Vapor lights are often used for street lighting.

12. A sealed glass tube filled with neon gas that produces light is called a(n) 
________________________.

13. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about neon lights.
a. Neon lights are commonly used for bright, flashy signs.
b. Pure neon gives out red light.
c. Each glass neon-light tube is coated on the inside with a powder.
d. Often, what is called a neon light contains a gas other than neon or a 

mixture of gases in the tube.
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